
In an eco-hydrologically driven predator-prey modelling approach, where fire is conceptualized
as the predator and the forest species as prey, fire frequency is dictated by the hydrological
conditions directly and indirectly since fire ignition depends on moisture content and fuel availability.
Fire has the potential to regulate biomass growth, thus preventing desertification in Mediterranean
ecosystems and hence reducing the biomass and the soil moisture exploitation.
The chaotic characteristic of the fire regime in a Mediterranean forest may be altered by hydroclimatic
conditions, having a consequence on the equilibrium of competing species, leading in some case to a
no-fire scenario.
The absence of fire induced by high soil moisture availability at humid sites may result in a
contribution to the outcompetition of one species (the understory in the case here).
Water scarcity and fire-induced soil water repellency may significantly alter the fire regime, decreasing
fire frequency at the more arid sites.
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Land fallowing is one possible response to shortage of water for irrigation.
Leaving the soil unseeded implies a change of the soil functioning that has an
impact on the water cycle. The development of a soil crust in the open spaces
between the patterns of grass weed affects the soil properties and the field-
scale water balance. The objectives of this study are to test the potential of
integrated non-invasive geophysical methods and ground-image analysis and
to quantify the effect of the soil–vegetation interaction on the water balance of
fallow land at the local- and plot scale.

Tiger bush stripes occur on arid slopes
where plant growth is limited by rainfall.
Each roughly horizontal stripe of
vegetation effectively collects the
rainwater from the bare zone
immediately above it.
Soil vegetation feedbacks are the key to
interpret the relevant eco-hydrological
processes behind vegetation patterns.

The alternating pattern arises from the
interplay of hydrology, ecology, and soil
erosion.

Alan Turing and later the mathematical
biologist James Murray, described a
mechanism that spontaneously creates
spotted or striped patterns: a reaction-
diffusion system.

Two research projects concerning the interaction of soil vegetation and atmosphere are presented below:

The early modeling approach  is described in .
The ongoing research that is focused on possible applications in Mediterranean type climates is described in

Ideas for farther research and possible COST-ACTION collaborations are proposed in .
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Vegetation patterns and soil vegetation feedbacks
Eco-hydrology driven fire regime
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In the last decades the average number of forest fires throughout the
Mediterranean basin is increased significantly making the territory more
vulnerable to extreme hydrological events. At the same time, as a result of
improved economic conditions, a widespread abandonment of agricultural
regions determined an expansion of the wooded area. As cropland is
progressively abandoned, other species invade and consequently the control
over the territory diminishes.
The increase in fuel for fire and the loss of inhabitants with sense of
responsibility are linked here to the modified fire regime.

Connectivity of forested areas determines fire severity.
To make the model explicit in space and evaluate the fire
dynamics would be a modelling challenge, as well as
accounting for
within the lumped model.

connectivity of vegetation patterns

The vegetation shapes  the connections between atmosphere, soil and groundwater.
could be the key signature of Mediterranean

and arid ecosystems
Connectivity of vegetation and soil moisture patterns


